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MATHEMATICS 
STRUCTURES OF CONTINUOUS FUNCTIONS. V 
ON HOMOMORPHISMS OF STRUCTURES OF CONTINUOUS 
FUNCTIONS WITH O·DIMENSIONAL COMPACT DOMAINS 
BY 
S. MROWKA AND S. D. SHORE 1) 
(Communicated by Prof. H. FREUDENTHAL at the meeting of September 26, 1964) 
1. Introduction 
Let E be an algebraic structure (that is, E is a triplet 
{E; {0o, 01, ... ,0;, ···h<",; {(lo, (lI, ... , (l1J' ... }'1<p}, 
where 0;((l1J) are operations (relations) on E; the type of E is the pair of 
sequences ({no, n1, ... , n~, ... }~<'" {ko, h, ... , k1J' ... }1J<p), where n~(k1J) denotes 
the number of arguments of the operation 0; (the relation (l1J)). E will 
be called a topological algebraic structure provided that a Hausdorff 
topology T for E is given such that all operations on E are continuous. 
Given a topological space X and a topological algebraic structure E, 
O(X, E) will denote the algebraic structure consisting of all continuous 
functions t : X --+ E; operations and relations in O(X, E) are defined 
pointwisely. O(X, E) is of the same type as E. 
Let E1 be an algebraic structure of the same type as E. Our interest 
is focused on (algebraic) homomorphisms cp: O(X, E) --+ EI, which 
preserve all pointwisely-defined operations in O(X, E), and on the following 
two definitions. A closed set A C X is a support for cp iff, when t and g 
are functions in O(X, E) with tfA =gfA, then cp(f)=cp(g). A closed set 
A C X is a weak support for cp iff, when t and g are functions in O(X, E) 
with flU =gfU for some neighborhood U of A, then cp(f)=cp(g). In 
particular, we want to consider the following 
Conjecture: If for any finite space X, every homomorphism 
cp : O(X, E) --+ E1 has a one-point support, then for any compact Hausdorff 
space Y, any homomorphism cp : O(Y, E) --+ E1 has a one-point weak 
support in Y. 
We point out that the conjecture is false if "weak support" is replaced 
by "support". To obtain a counter-example, consider E=R, the space 
of real numbers. It has been shown in [1] that every lattice homomorphism 
cp : O(X, R) --+ R has a one-point support if, and only if, X is finite. 
1) This work was supported in part by National Science Foundation Grant No. 
GP-1843. 
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2. The O-dimensional Oompact Oase 
A topological space X is O-dimensional provided that there is a base 
for the topology on X consisting of open-and-closed sets. When "compact" 
is replaced by "O-dimensional compact", the conjecture can be shown 
if certain restrictions are placed on the sets E and E 1• A topological 
algebraic structure E is an s-algebra provided that, among the continuous 
algebraic operations defined on E, there is a binary operation 0 such 
that for any compact set FeE 
(i) there is an element l(F) E E with l(F) 0 e=e for every e E F, 
and (ii) there is O(F) E E with O(F) 0 e = O(F) 0 e' for any e, e' E F. 
It is not difficult to verify that any ring in which multiplication is 
continuous and any chain with the interval topology in which one of the 
lattice operations ("inf" or "sup") is continuous are examples of s-algebras. 
We now show 
Theorem 1. Let E be an s-algebra and El be an algebraic structure 
of the same type as E. If every homomorphism cp : 0(D2, E) -l>- El has 
a one-point support, where D2 is the two-point discrete space, then every 
homomorphism cp : O(X, E) -l>- El for any O-dimensional compact space X 
has a one-point weak support in X. 
Proof. Let rp: O(X, E) -l>- El be a nonconstant homomorphism 
(otherwise, the result is trivial) and S(cp) be the set of all open-and-closed 
(in X) supports of cpo 
Suppose that A is an open-and-closed set in X. Let 0°= {f E O(X, E) : t 
is constant on A and X\A} and cpo=cpjOo. Since 00 is isomorphic to 
0(D2' E), cpo induces a homomorphism cp10 : 0(D2' E) -l>- E1. By hypothesis 
cp10 has a one-point support in D 2 ; hence, it follows that A or X\A is a 
support for cpo. Let us suppose that A is a support for cpo. 
We now show that A is a support for cpo Suppose that t and g are 
arbitrary functions in O(X, E) with t/A=gjA. If F=t[X] u g[X], then 
there are l(F), O(F) EE such that l(F)o e=e and O(F) 0 e=O(F)o e' for 
any e, e' E F because E is an s-algebra. Define h', h" EO by h'(x) = l(F) 
for every x E X and 
h"(x) = { l(F), if x EA; 
O(F), if x E X\A. 
We point out that cp(h')=cp(h") since h'jA=h"JA and A is a support 
for cpo. Now, h' 0 t= t, h' 0 g=g, and h" 0 t=h" 0 g so that 
cpU) = cp(h') 0 cpU) = cp(h") 0 cpU) = cp(h") 0 cp(g) = cp(h') 0 cp(g) 
=cp(g). 
It remains to observe that not both A and X\A can be supports for cp 
to establish a general result, namely, 
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Lemma 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1, if qJ is a non-
constant homomorphism, then an open-and-closed set A c: X is a support 
for qJ if, and only if, X\A is not a support for qJ. 
To proceed with the proof, let A * = n {A : A E S (qJ)}. S (qJ) is closed 
under finite intersection, from which it follows (see [2]) that A * is a 
weak support for qJ. Recall that a space is O-dimensional provided that 
there is a base for its topology consisting of open-and-closed sets. 
Consequently, we conclude from Lemma 2 that, since open-and-closed 
sets separate points, A * can contain at most one point. Thus, A * is a 
one-point weak support for qJ and the proof of the theorem is completed. 
As an application of Theorem 1, we mention 
Theorem 3. If E =Z, the space of integers, and Y is compact 
Hausdorff, then every lattice homomorphism qJ: O(Y, Z) --+ Z has a 
one-point support. Consequently, qJ can be written in the form qJ(f) = ex(f(po)), 
where {po} is a one-point support of qJ and ex : Z --+ Z is nondecreasing. 
Proof. Suppose first that Y is O-dimensional compact Hausdorff 
and that qJ* : O(Y, Z) --+ Z is a lattice homomorphism. 
It is shown in [1] (Corollary 2.4) that, if X is any finite space and 0 
is any chain, then every lattice homomorphism qJ : O(X, 0) --+ 0 has a 
one-point support. Moreover, since Z (considered as a lattice) is an 
s-algebra, we conclude from the preceding theorem that qJ* has a one-
point weak support, say {yo}, in Y. In [2] it is shown that, if E is any 
discrete space and qJ: O(X, E) --+ E is a homomorphism (preserving 
pointwisely-defined operations), then every weak support is a support. 
It follows that {yo} is a one-point support for qJ*. 
Now suppose that Y is an arbitrary compact Hausdorff space and 
qJ : O(Y, Z) --+ Z is a lattice homomorphism. Referring to [3] (Theorem 2), 
we have the following result. There is a O-dimensional compact space 
yo and a continuous onto-mapping () : Y --+ yo such that O(Yo, Z) and 
~ 
O(Y, Z) are isomorphic by an isomorphism () : O(yo, Z) --+ O(Y, Z) (given 
~ 
by ()(f) = to () for each t E O(Yo, Z)) which preserves all pointwisely-defined 
operations. Hence, qJ' : O(Yo, Z) --+ Z, defined by 
<-
qJ'(f)=qJ(()(f)) for every t EO(Yo,Z), 
has a one-point support, say {yo}, in yo. Consequently, if yo' is any point 
in Y such that ()(Yo') = Yo, then {YO'} is a one-point support for qJ. 
The second part of Theorem 3 follows easily by considering ex : Z --+ Z, 
defined by ex(i)=qJ(i), where i is the function in O(Y, Z) such that i(y)=i 
for every y E Y. 
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